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Action - What it is ...
Action refers to
intentional goal-directed
(but not necessarily rational) behavior.

Action – What It Is and Why It
Matters in Career Counselling
Richard A. Young

It reflects how people understand their own
and others’ behavior.
• DOING è ACTING è ACTION èACTION THEORY

richard.young@ubc.ca

Why it is matters in career counselling

• Counselling is an action.

• Developments in
psychology
• Integrates theory and
practice
• We construct career by
acting

Action Systems.

• Career is composed of
actions.

Contextual Action Theory:
Temporal Structure.

Long-term
CAREER
Mid-term
PROJECT
Short-term
JOINT ACTION

e.g., Work as as a
lawyer for many years
e.g., Completing an
degree in law
e.g., Joining a friend to
study for an exam
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Levels of action

This presentation
• Career counselling practice

Goals, meaning

• Action - A way of understanding
career and counselling

Functional steps
Conscious and unconscious behavior,
resources, regulation processes

• Career research

Counsellor’s five tasks

Career
Counselling
Practice

• Creating and maintaining the working alliance
• Identifying projects and action
• Addressing problematic actions and projects
• Dealing with emotion and emotional memory
• Connecting with daily life
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The Case of Damia

The counsellor, Ms. C

• 23-year-old female student from
Malaysia
• at a Canadian university
• accelerated English-as-a-secondlanguage program
• plans to transfer to an
undergraduate program in business
• asking herself about her suitability
for a career in business because
she saw herself getting angry and
irritated with others very often.

• a Canadian woman of European
heritage.
• a university counsellor for 12
years.
• a humanistic, relationshiporiented approach,
• has worked closely with
contextual action theory as the
basis for counselling.

Important features
• Understanding counselling
and guidance practice as
goal-directed, intentional
action
• Client’s life as composed of
intentional actions, joint
projects, and careers.

First Counselling Task
Creating and maintaining the
working alliance

• anchored in the cultural rules and
conventions of politeness, good
manners, empathy and related
actions.
• alliance deepens when the
counsellor engages in ongoing, goaldirected careers, projects, and
actions -- co-constructed to
support the goal-directed, facilitatordriven process of the client.
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First counselling task in the Case of Damia
• Describing Damia’s experience

• The counsellor’s perception

Counsellor’s second task

• Your counselling began by Ms. C welcoming you
• feel comfortable
• tell her about yourself,
• describing yourself

• tell the story of her life
• ask more questions th

Identifying projects and
action

• Providing a space for an extensive
client narrative
• Helping the client frame it in terms of
actions and projects

• cultural differences

• listening closely, encouraging you
• construct stories
• your underlying concern was the anger you were experiencing
•

subsequent anxiety

• “I can’t seem to do anything without getting mad. I’m afraid it’s

• made connections
•

presented herself as an agent

affecting my schooling, and the kind of occupation I would like to
get in the future.”

• what was working for her in the present.

Standard ways of intervening in career counselling

Narrative Construction
 Retrospective

• Personality

• Skills

Picture credit: http://www.hrexaminer.com/magazine/weekly/hrexaminerv1-44

http://www.trans4mind.com/personality/EPQ.html&docid=iEsq
-wqGx1xuaM&imgurl

 Prospective

Picture credit: http://blogs.ubc.ca/khagge/2011/10/10/the-impact-of-futureexpectations-on-stock-markets/

http://www.csc-ca.org/&docid=Yz_k-owMbrBkeM&imgurl
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Second counselling task in the Case of Damia
• Describing Damia’s experience

• The counsellor’s perception

Counsellor’s third task

• identified the important actions and projects in your life
• identity project
• anticipate an identity career
• destructive actions that are interfering with these
projects and careers.
• “This anger I’m feeling is going to destroy the good things
that are happening in my life.”

• I thought that it was very helpful that she
could see these patterns in her life. She

• Helping resolve at the level and
domain that the action and
project are challenging

Addressing problematic
projects and actions

resonated with the idea that these were
her projects and careers.

• you couldn’t understand why you get so angry

Third counselling task in the Case of Damia
• Describing Damia’s experience

• The counsellor’s perception
• It was almost like Damia had too much energy for her

• specific project

projects, that that energy was representative of some

• not to be so angry with others

unconscious process that may have be operating in her. Her

• being angry seemed normal

project and career goals made sense to her but there was a

• “I can’t seem to do anything about these feelings.

disconnect between them and her anger and anxiety. I was

My future will be ruined, I am disappointed in

struck by what she said the in second session: “All of the good

myself.”

things I accomplish seemed to be wasted because of my

• standing in the way

anger toward others.”
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1

Meaningful goaldirected
Actions

Counsellor’s fourth task

At the level of
meaning, goals
(steering
processes)

-

At the level of
control processes

n 10 Serving
identity and goal
processes
n 11 Emotional and
cognitive
components

Dealing with emotion and
emotional memory

1 Shared action
goals
2 Relevant to
projects and
career

n
n
n
n

At the level of
action elements
( unconscious
and
conscious
behavior,
structural
support,
resources)
and regulation
processes

Emotion is expressed behaviorally

-

Motivated participation
in projects generated
by actor and/or others

n 19 Energy
n 20 Cognitive and
emotional
regulation
n 21 Skills
n 22 Habits

3 Joint, goal-directed
projects
4 Cooperative
5 Emotionally
sensitive
6 Relevant to career
and identity
12 Mid-term
challenging
13 Successful steps
14 Positive feedback
in cooperative
undertakings
15 Emotionally
functional

n 23 Adequate
structural support
n 24 Predictable and
manageable time
order
n 25 Adequate
emotional resources

Life-enhancing career

-

7 Long-term
meaning of life
8 Socially integrated
9 Emotionally
satisfying

n 16 Long-term
challenging
n 17 Allowing
predictability
and novelty
n 18 Attendance
to emotional
issues
n 26 Long-term
adequate time
and sequence
n 27 Structural
properties
n 28 Resources
n 29 Functional
emotional
regulation

Emotion in internal processes
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Fourth counselling task in the Case of Damia
• Describing Damia’s experience

• The counsellor’s perception

• clear to you that emotions and emotional reactions
were central
• identifying other more positive emotions
• connection between your troubling emotions and
the actions

Picture credit:
http://www.sju.edu/blogs/china/wpcontent/uploads/2008/06/momchild.jpg

• Clearly emotions were an important part of
counselling
• Did not express very much anger

• to early memories

• showed uncertainty and at times anxiety

• retell your story in which your anger and anxiety

• identified positive emotions

became more understandable

Emotion at the level of meaning (motivation)

Fifth counselling task in the Case of Damia
Counsellor’s fifth task

• What is the connection between
what is addressed in counselling
and the client’s daily life?

Connecting with daily life

• Describing Damia’s experience
• strong link
• between the anger and anxiety

• Constructing narratives

• and longer terms plans

• The counsellor’s perception

• Did much more in our counselling
• how emotions work
• identify emotions as they develop in certain actions
• to be aware of them

• Inviting the client to make sense
or provide a structure

• able to act positively to reach goals that you
have.

• to regulate them
• address some of the residual feelings
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More practice
With regard to practice
 1. We consider counselling as joint

action.

• 4. We incorporate narrative as a way of understanding.
• 5. We encourage journal writing.

 2. We encourage joint action with

• 6. We use regular follow-up by phone.

 3. We help clients identify actual,

• 7. We review changes with a view to stabilizing them toward
present/emerging projects.

others in counselling.

present projects (based on goals,
internal processes, and behaviour).

• 8. Other …

Contextual action theory

Contextual
Action
Theory

• a conceptual approach to goal-directed behaviour developed in
vocational psychology, counselling, mental health, and human
development.

DOING è ACTING è ACTION èACTION THEORY
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Action

Contextual Action
Theory

Project

Career

Goals/meaning

Functional steps

Conscious and
unconscious
behavior,
resources, skills,
habits

Identifying actions and projects

Example

• “Because my thoughts were at home on how to keep the family
peace, I did not concentrate at school, which made me miss being
promoted. … At the apprenticeship, my superior expected the best
results from me which I failed to deliver. He told me he was
disappointed and since then treated me as any other worker.”

Valach, L. & Young, R. A. (2013). The case
study of therapy with a Swiss woman. In S.
Poyrazli & C. E. Thompson (Eds.),
International case studies in mental
health. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
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Career Research

Counseling for the transition to adulthood as
joint, goal-directed action
Young, R. A., Marshall, S. K., Foulkes, K.,
Haber, C., Lee, C. S. M., Penner, C., &
Rostram, H.
2011, volume 79, pp. 325-333.
doi:10.1016/j.jvb.2011.02.005

Relationship Projects
Educationvocation

Counsellor-client

Client in outside life

Identity
Relationship

Findings
Three projects were identified in these sessions : relationship, identity, educational-vocational.
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Educational-vocational

Educational and vocational
concerns were often the
presenting problem:

“Maybe science is just not my
thing, but I don’t want to change
my major.”
“I’m lost, I can’t get my feet firmly
planted on the ground.”

Integration of projects

“I thought about just the future and
job and everything.”

“I wanted to - I don’t know- rewrite
my personality”

“I’m lost, I can’t
get my feet firmly
planted on the
ground.”
“I really don’t
know where to
from here [my
interest and
training in
photography].”

Refers to similar
feelings about
boyfriend

Identity

Integration of projects
Relational

Educational-vocational Project

“I’m really not
sure what I’m all
about a lot of the
time/ I want to
figure myself out a
little more.”

Client reflecting on viewing her counselling
session
• “I was thinking that I should stop talking about work once again and
start focusing on me more, because I thought that, you know, the
sessions would be more useful for me if I talked about me more, but
especially at that moment I was, I started talking about work and
specific clients … I was thinking, ‘Yeah, I should stop talking about
work and start talking about me more.’”

Client: “What do you expect me to
say?” Counsellor: “I’m not expecting
anything. I’m just like you, I’m just
waiting.”
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Culture as
fluid and
dynamic

Adolescent Career Development in Urban-Residing
Aboriginal Families in Canada

Feedback
from
participants

Situating
career within
culture

Projects over
time

Open to
participants
experiences
and actions

Sheila K. Marshall, Richard A. Young, Alison Stevens,
Wayne Spence, Stewart Deyell, Adam Easterbrook, and
Martin Brokenleg
December 2011, Volume 59, Number 6

Naïve
observations
in local
communities

Young, R. A., Marshall, S. K., & Valach, L. (2007). Making career theories more
culturally sensitive: Implications for counseling. Career Development Quarterly, 56, 4-18.

Joint projects –Aboriginal youth and families

Navigating
toward a safe
future

Negotiating
school
continuance

Intergenerational
continuity
through tradition
of care

Family survival

Key task for counsellors …
• How to best identify, intervene in and support the joint projects that
clients are engaged in that complements the ecological validity of
these projects.
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Thank you.
richard.young@ubc.ca
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